This paper proposes and studies a typed -calculus for classical linear logic. I shall give an explanation of a multiple-conclusion formulation for classical logic due to Parigot and compare it to more traditional treatments by Prawitz and others. I shall use Parigot's method to devise a natural deduction formulation of classical linear logic. This formulation is compared in detail to the sequent calculus formulation. In an appendix I shall also demonstrate a somewhat hidden connexion with the paradigm of control operators for functional languages which gives a new computational interpretation of Parigot's techniques.
Introduction
In the past classical logic (CL) has often been dismissed as having no interesting proof theory. However following a rather pleasing interplay between theoretical computer science and practical computer science, there has been a renewed interest in CL and, in particular, the constructive content of classical proofs. This content appears to have links with, at the theoretical level, game theory 13] and at the practical level, certain control operators for functional programming languages 23]. To some extent Girard's linear logic 21] has also renewed interest in game theory and functional programming languages. The re ned connectives of linear logic have helped shed new light on work on games 12]. The games models have proved useful for programming language semantics: the recent fully-abstract models of pcf 2, 26] are good examples of this. In addition, intuitionistic linear logic (ILL) has been proposed as a resource-sensitive foundation of functional programming languages. Thus it would seem useful to reconsider the work on CL in a linear setting, viz. to reconsider classical linear logic (CLL).
Gentzen's natural deduction is a very suitable deduction system for intuitionistic logic (IL) but seems less so for classical logic. 1 One could say that classical logic is a logic of symmetry whereas natural deduction is, by its very nature, an asymmetric system. To that extent Gentzen's alternative system, the sequent calculus, seems better suited as the system for CL.
The Curry-Howard correspondence 24] allows us to annotate natural deductions with terms. For IL this yields the typed -calculus. For the sequent calculus it is not entirely clear what the appropriate annotations are. In fact there are a number of choices and there is no real consensus on the best. It might seem prudent to revisit natural deduction, where A preliminary version of this paper appears as Towards a Classical Linear -calculus in the Proceedings of the Tokyo Conference on Linear Logic, Volume 3 of Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science, Elsevier. 1996. 1 \One may doubt that this is the proper way of analysing classical inferences." 32, Pages 244-5].
1 the question of syntax is settled, and see if we might be able to produce a more symmetric system. Shoesmith and Smiley 34] made an early attempt at this by de ning a multipleconclusion natural deduction system but unfortunately it was quite complicated. More recently Parigot 30] has introduced a variant of multiple-conclusion natural deduction which seems better suited for handling CL. In this paper I shall consider in detail Parigot's formulation of CL, which I shall call CL . I shall motivate it by considering more traditional formulations. This paper is organised as follows. In x2 I shall give two presentations of CL ; one which appears in Parigot's original work and the other a more type-theoretic one. 2 Via the Curry-Howard correspondence one derives a term calculus for CL , which is called the (typed)calculus. In x2 I shall also study the particularly tricky area of reduction. In x3 I shall follow a similar method to derive a natural deduction formulation of CLL that I shall call CLL . There are some surprises here to do with the exponential modality (!). Applying the Curry-Howard correspondence to CLL yields the (typed) linear -calculus. In x4 I shall consider the process of reduction for the linear -calculus. In x5 I shall show how to map sequent proofs in CLL to deductions in CLL and then use this to compare the process of cut-elimination with the term reduction process. In x6 I shall consider brie y the Q-and T-translations of Schellinx, at the level of terms, between CL and CLL . In Appendix A, I shall propose a novel computational interpretation of the -calculus, which suggests that it can be thought of as a programming language with catch and throw-like control operators. In Appendix B I shall brie y give another presentation of the linear -calculus based on Benton's mixed presentation of the linear -calculus 6]. Before continuing I should clarify the rôle of this work. In his seminal paper 21], Girard presented proof nets, which are a succinct presentation of proofs in CLL. One important feature of proof nets is that formulae which are equivalent with respect to the dualities ( ? ) are considered to be equal. This cuts down considerably the number of proofs. What I am striving for here is a calculus which does not have these equivalences built-in. Consider an anologous situation for the -calculus with products and coproducts. We might consider the formulae ^( _ ) and ( ^ )_( ^ ) to be equivalent and in (categorical) models they are isomorphic. However we certainly don't insist on them being equal (they are distinct types!). Indeed it is hard to imagine a programming language where this is so. Thus I suggest that the linear -calculus is a more realistic foundation for a programming language based on CLL. A language based on proof nets would probably be some variant of Abramsky's proof expressions 1, Section 6].
2 From IL to CL In this paper I shall only consider propositional formulations of the various logics. For both IL and CL, formulae are given by the grammar
where p is taken from a countable set of atomic formulae which includes a distinguished member, ?, which denotes falsum. 2 A similar presentation has been given independently by Ong 29 ]. (whether this`collection' is a set, multiset, list or just a single formula is dependent on the formulation and the logic in question). Inference rules introduce connectives on the right and the left of the`turnstile' (hence the symmetry). Although for the sequent calculus it is easier to see the formulation of IL as a subsystem of CL, I shall present them here in the opposite order, as that will match the discussion of the natural deduction formulation.
For IL, sequents are of the form ? ? where ? denotes a multiset of formulae. The formulation is given in Figure 1 . For CL, sequents are of the form ? ? where both ?
and are multisets of formulae. This formulation is given in Figure 2 . I have chosen to give rules for negation directly in CL. In IL, negation is de ned as : def = ? :
To demonstrate that the formulation of Figure 2 ? _ : An important result for both these sequent calculus formulations is that instances of the Cut rule can be eliminated. In fact the proof of this assertion gives an algorithm for doing so (albeit a delicate one). This result is known as the cut-elimination theorem or Gentzen's Hauptsatz. Theorem 1. (Gentzen) Given a derivation of`I L ? ? (`C L ? ? ), a derivation 0 of ? ? (? ? ) can be found which contains no instances of the Cut rule. Proof. For a nice presentation of the proof see the paper by Gallier 19 ].
Natural Deduction
Natural deduction was also originally proposed by Gentzen 20] and was later popularised by Prawitz 31] . Deductions proceed in a tree-like fashion where a single conclusion is derived from a ( nite) number of assumption packets. More speci cally, these packets contain a multiset of propositions and may be empty. Within a deduction we may`discharge' any number of assumption packets. This discharging can be recorded in one of two ways. Gentzen originally proposed annotating assumption packets with (natural number) labels. Occurences of inference rules which discharge packets are then annotated with the labels of the packets they discharge. Thus a deduction is of the form
The second alternative for annotations is to label every stage of the deduction with a complete list of the undischarged assumption packets. I shall refer to this as natural deduction in`sequent-style'. I shall generally use the second method, although the rst is sometimes used for clarity.
What distinguishes the natural deduction system from others is that there are rules for both introducing and eliminating a connective. Writing deductions in a sequent-style, ? ? ; this means that the inference rules are solely concerned with the conclusion . This is what di erentiates it with, for example, a sequent calculus formulation where we have rules for manipulating formulae on both sides of the turnstile. This is why it is said that the natural deduction system is essentially asymmetric. The natural deduction formulation of IL is given in Figure 3 .
A good question is how one might extend this natural deduction formulation of IL to CL. We saw that for the sequent calculus the extension was to allow many conclusions.
Extending natural deduction to allow for many conclusions seems to imply a graph-like structure. Alternatively we might consider simulating the multiple conclusions by storing them as a disjunction of formulae, which can then be treated as a single formula. Consider the sequent calculus implication-right rule from What is needed is the ability to abstract over just one of the conclusions. This seems to be precisely what we can not do in IL. Indeed the axiom ImpD: ( (' _ )) (( ') _ ) is a su cient (if unusual) addition to IL to give CL. Rather than continue with this`simulation' of CL, traditional proof theory considers adding new rules to yield a formulation of CL. For example, Gentzen 20] and later in more detail, Prawitz 31] , suggested adding either axioms of the form 6 _ : or a rule : ]
? RAA: Parigot's system can be thought of as continuing with the simulation approach and adding su cient extra machinery to make that method work. Thus we continue considering the many conclusions as a whole, but now where at most one of them will be distinguished as being`active'. The others are`passive' which is signi ed by being labelled (I shall label the active formula with a bullet ; It is important to realise that neither an active formula, , nor a passive formula, , respectively, need to be present for these rules to be applied; or, in other words, we can consider the rules able to perform an implicit Weakening there is always exactly one active conclusion in any deduction. The resulting system, which I shall call CL , is given in Figure 4 . I have also added the conjunction and disjunction connectives to Parigot's original formulation.
Judgements in CL are of the form ? ? ; where ? denotes a multiset of formulae and denotes a multiset of formulae labelled with`passi cation variables', which we write as a . The bullet annotation signi es that a formula is active. The Passify rule is not permitted if is ?. CL is a sound and complete formulation of CL in the following sense. where x is taken from some countable set of variables, is a well-formed type (formula) and a is taken from some other countable set of passi cation variables. Typing judgements are of the form, ? . M: ; , where ? is a multiset of pairs of variables and types written x: , M is a term from the above grammar and denotes a multiset of pairs of passi cation variables and types written a: '. For conciseness we drop the convention from the formulation of CL that the active formula is annotated with a bullet, whence the convention that the non-labelled formula on the right of the turnstile is the active formula.
Reduction Rules
There are -rules corresponding to the introduction-elimination pairs, along with commuting conversions for the disjunction (as these are quite well known, I shall not give them here) and commuting conversions for the Activate rule. These are as follows. 4 ( x: :M)N ; M x := N] fst(hM; Ni) ; M snd(hM; Ni) ; N case inl(M) of inl(x) ! N k inr(y) ! P ; N x := M] case inr(M) of inl(x) ! N k inr(y) ! P ; P y := M] act a (pass a (M)) ; M where a 6 2 fn(M) (act a (M))N ; c act a (M pass a (P ) ( pass a (P N)]) fst(act ^ a (M)) ; c act a (M pass ^ a (P ) ( pass a (fst(P ))]) snd(act ^ a (M)) ; c act a (M pass ^ a (P ) ( pass a (snd(P ))])
In the -rule for the unit, fn(M) denotes the set of free names, or passive formulae labels in the term M (I shall omit its rather obvious de nition). In the commuting conversions for the Activate rule, I have used the notation M N ( P] to denote the term M where all occurrences of the subterm N have been replaced by the term P. In fact this notation for term substitution is somewhat overloaded and is worth elucidation. Consider, for example, an instance of the rst commuting conversion, viz. Despite the complexities of the commuting conversion, Parigot has (impressively) shown the following results for this reduction system.
Theorem 3. (Parigot)
1. The -calculus is strongly normalising; and 12 2. The -calculus is con uent. Remark 1. The ability to introduce a passive formula by the Weakening p rule allows some strange behaviour, when considering the untyped -calculus. As mentioned by Parigot, the term act a (M), where a is not a free name of M, can be applied to any number of arguments and still give the same result, viz. act a (M)N 1 N k ; k c act a (M) for any number of terms N 1 ; : : : ; N k .
Comparison with Cut-Elimination
It is folklore that the sequent calculus formulation of CL has the undesirable feature of several disastrous critical pairs. A simple example of this is the following derivation 22, Page 151]. Thus Parigot's formulation resolves critical pairs essentially by its syntactic form for the structural rules. 5 Another important property of Parigot's formulation is that and ?? are not forced to be equal by the proof theory. Of course we have the derived rules ? . act a (M( x:pass a (x))): Composing the rst with the second gives act(( x:xM)( x:pass(x))) ; act(( x:pass(x))M)
; act(pass(M)) ; M; but composing the second with the rst yields y:y(act(M( x:pass(x))) which is in (head) normal form. 6 
Further Consideration on Normal Forms
One motivation for the commuting conversion given in x2.3 is that the Activate rule can act as a barrier between an introduction-elimination pair and so we add a reduction to remove it. This has both a familiar and unfamiliar feel to it. We are used to this notion of commuting conversions to permit -reductions when considering the disjunction in IL. However in this case, it introduces a new, unfamiliar, form of substitution, textual substitution, where whole subterms are replaced.
One could take these ideas further. Gentzen, as mentioned in x2.2, suggested adding the rule : ]
? RAA to IL to get a formulation of CL. However, Prawitz 32] noted that applications of this rule can be restricted to cases where is atomic. This is achieved by both factoring formulae through the de Morgan dualities (thus eliminating certain problematic connectives) and by transformation. where clearly the size of the formula used in the application of the RAA rule has been reduced. Prawitz suggests transforming all applications of this rule until they involve only atomic formulae. However the use of the de Morgan dualities is vital here; Prawitz 31, Footnote 1, Page 50] mentions that this technique does not extend to all the connectives (the problematic one being the disjunction).
Ong 29] suggests a similar strategy for the -calculus by rewriting applications of the Activate rule until they are of atomic type, although his motivation is to ensure con uence when considering -reduction. Given that this technique requires the use of the formula equivalences when considering all the connectives, I shall not consider it here.
3 From ILL to CLL Linear logic is the logic obtained by removing the structural rules of Weakening and Contraction. This has the e ect of re ning the traditional connectives into two di erent kinds: multiplicative and additive. Of course what remains is a terribly weak logic. To regain full logical power the structural rules are re-introduced but in a controlled way, via the exponentials. A fuller introduction to linear logic can be found, for example, in Troelstra's book 35], the article by Lincoln 27] or the original article by Girard 21 ].
Sequent Calculus
Unlike the case for IL and CL, the grammar for intuitionistic linear and classical linear formulae are di erent. For ILL the grammar is
where p is taken from some countable set of atomic formulae which contains the distinguished elements I (the unit for ), t (the unit for &) and f (the unit for ). The sequent calculus formulation of ILL is given in Figure 6 .
As is the case for CL, to extend this formulation to CLL we add multiple conclusions. 
Interestingly this introduces three new connectives (and a unit

:
These equivalences give the possibility of writing any sequent ? ? as ? ? ? ; and so give a one-sided sequent calculus formulation of CLL. This leads to the notion of a proof net, but this is not explored here. Again the reader is refered to the paper by Girard 21 ].
Natural Deduction
The natural deduction formulation of ILL proved harder to formulate and is studied quite closely in my thesis 8]. The di culty is in giving the correct formulation of the exponential, !. The feature of this natural deduction formulation is that linearity entails that packets contain exactly one formula. The natural deduction formulation is given in = (( ? ) ( ? )) ? : A surprise is that the Promotion rule has to be extended for the classical formulation.
It seems that, rather, its ILL formulation is a particular instance of the full classical formulation.
The natural deduction formulation of CLL, CLL , is given in Figure 9 . Again the ? I is only permitted if the formula being passi ed is not ?. This formulation is sound and complete in the usual sense. Theorem 4.`C LL ? ? i `C LL ? ? . Applying the Curry-Howard correspondence to CLL yields the (typed) linear -calculus, which is given in Figure 10 where, as for -calculus, x is taken from some countable set of variables, is a well-formed type (formula) and a is taken from some countable set of passi cation variables.
Typing judgements, again as for -calculus, are of the form, ? . M: ; , where ? is a multiset of pairs of variables and types, written x: , M is a term from the above grammar and denotes a multiset of pairs of passi cation variables and types, written a: '. As is the case for ILL, in well-typed terms of the multiplicative-exponential fragment ( ; (The term Pã is de ned in the following section.) There is a -rule corresponding to the introduction-elimination pair for the ?, 9 and a number of commuting conversions for this unit (as per the discussion in x2.3). These are as follows. I conjecture that, as for the -calculus, the properties of strong normalisation and conuence hold for the linear -calculus. One of the features of CLL is that the cut-elimination process is much better behaved than it is for CL. For where the instance of Cut is not even valid! Hence the problematic critical pairs from CL are removed by moving to the linear framework with its more re ned connectives.
It is now possible to reconsider the (better behaved) process of cut-elimination for CLL, by translating the steps across to CLL . I shall demonstrate this by considering four instances of principal cuts. The former deduction is translated to (N y := z( x:unit(M))]) z := u:deunit(uP)] N y := ( u:deunit(uP))( x:unit(M))] ; N y := deunit(( x:unit(M))P)] ; N y := deunit(unit(M x := P])) which is the translation of the latter. Just as there are translations from IL into ILL 8, Chapter 2, x5], there are also translations from CL into CLL. These have been studied by Schellinx 33] These equivalences can be presented for CL and CLL . Rather than give all the details I shall show how the implication rules for CL are translated using both the Q and T strategies.
The In fact these translations preserve reductions as well, although I shall not give any details here. Unlike the case for the various translations of IL into ILL 7], it is quite hard to determine computational interpretations of these two translation strategies.
Towards a Programming Language
In the formulations of CL and CLL , I have included all of the connectives separately.
Of course the formulae equivalences of both logics mean that, in fact, we could trim this down. For CL both Parigot 30] and Ong 29] restrict their attention to a fragment with just the implication connective (and the Activate and Passify rules). For CLL the most obvious fragment includes just the linear implication (? ) and the exponential (!). As an illustration of how this might work, I shall show how the tensor ( ) and its unit (I) can be simulated with just these connectives. Term formation for these connectives is then de ned as M N def = x:(xM)N; let M be x y in N def = deunit ' a (M( x: y:unit ' a (N))); def = x: ? :x; let M be in N def = deunit ' a (M(unit ' a (N))):
The -rules are preserved by this translation, viz. let M N be x y in P def = deunit ' a (( z:(zM)N)( x: y:unit ' a (P ))) ; deunit ' a (( x: y:unit ' a (P ))M N) ; deunit ' a (unit ' a (P x := M; y := N])) ; P x := M; y := N]; let be in M def = deunit ' a (( x:x)unit ' a (M)) ; deunit ' a (unit ' a (M)) ; M:
If either CL or CLL were to be made into a programming language, a design decision would have to be made as to which connectives were built-in and which ones were de ned.
Although experience might tell otherwise, it would seem likely that any programming language would be as verbose as possible, whereas an intermediate language might well pro t for having only a few connectives. 8 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper I have demonstrated how Parigot's techniques can be applied to the linear case to yield a classical linear -calculus. In addition I hope to have at least shed some new light on the relationship between Parigot's work and more traditional treatments of classical logic in natural deduction. I would claim that the linear -calculus, considered as a programming language, is of more use than one based on proof nets. As mentioned earlier, proof nets rely on equivalent types being considered equal|this would present an unusual programming paradigm where, for example, the type inference mechanism would have to be adapted to factor all types by the various equivalences. In the linear -calculusthere are explicit coercion terms.
Others have proposed natural deduction formulations of CLL. Troelstra 35] presents linear versions of Gentzen's original proposals. Martini and Masini 28] present a di erent formulation with the motivation of having the par connective as fundamental and not, as it is in this paper, derived. Albrecht et al. 3 ] give yet another formulation which is very compact and appears to be closely related to a proof net formulation (in particular, the formulae equivalences are essential and implicit).
In particular I would promote the computational interpretation suggested in Appendix A, for both the linear and non-linear calculus. It provides (after sugaring) a programming language with catch and throw-like control operators; but one which has a correspondence with a proof theory. This alone makes it worthy of further study. Other work on relationships between classical logic and control operators for functional languages tends to be in the other direction, viz. using the control operators to understand classical logic (e.g. 4]).
A semantic study would also be desirable. Ong 29] has proposed a categorical semantics and a class of game-theoretic models for CL . It would be interesting to see if a similar extension of linear categories 9] would produce some sort of ?-autonomous category 5] . I should also like to investigate to what extent this work can be adapted to give a natural deduction formulation of classical S4, in the same way that work on ILL can be adapted for intuitionistic S4 11] . Before understanding this rule we need to introduce some standard terminology from work in continuation-passing, e.g. 17]. To formalise the notion of an evaluation order, Felleisen op. cit.], de ned an evaluation context. This is essentially a term with a`hole' in it, written E ]. Placing a term, M, in that hole is written E M]. These contexts are devised so that every closed term, M, is either a canonical value or can be written uniquely as E N], where N is a redex. Reduction then proceeds towards a canonical value as follows. M E N] ) E N 0 ] ) ) V:
The context E ?] can be thought of as representing the rest of the computation that remains to be done after N has evaluated (to a value). In this sense it can be thought of as a continuation of N. The various continuation, or control, operators which have been introduced (e.g. 14, 16] ), can be explained with reference to this continuation. To understand this computational interpretation of the (linear) -calculus we need to introduce an additional context which contains a multiset of labelled terms (the continuations). For example given a closed term 
